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Quantified Derandomization of Linear Threshold Circuits Roei Tell, Weizmann Institute of Science Tel Aviv University, November 2017



Classical derandomization > the standard derandomization problem



Given a circuit C:{-1,1}n➝{-1,1} from a circuit class C, deterministically distinguish between the cases: > C accepts at least ⅔ of its inputs > C rejects at least ⅔ of its inputs ⇒ when C=P/poly, equivalent to “prP vs prBPP”



Derandomization implies lower bounds 1. Non-trivial derandomization of C ⇒ NEXP, ENP ⊄ C > Approach to prove weak lower bounds (cf., ‘80s bounds) > Gradually developing paradigm [IW’98, IKW’02, KI’02, Wil’10…]



2. Underlying Williams’ breakthrough NEXP ⊄ AC0[6]



1



Williams construct a SAT algorithm, but a derandomization algorithm would have sufficed



Putting the approach to use V ⋀ V



V 2



⋀ V



V



PAR⊄ AC0



[Ajt’83,FSS’84,Has’87]



⋀
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⋀
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⋀



MAJ ⊄ AC0[2]



⋀ 2
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NEXP ⊄ AC0[6]



[Raz’87,Smo’87]



> natural next step: NEXP ⊄ TC0?



[Wil‘10]



Intensive effort towards NEXP ⊄ TC0 > SAT algorithms for “structured subclasses” of TC0 [IPS’13, Wil’14, AS’15, SSTT’16, Tam’16]



> PRGs for one linear threshold function (one “gate”) [DGJ+’10,RS’10,GOW+’10,KRS’12,MZ’13,Kan’11,Kan’14,KM’15,GKM’15]



> non-trivial PRG for TC0 of depth 2 with ≈n1.99 wires [ST’18?]



The current work 1. A “modest” derandomization of TC0 of any depth > quantified derandomization of sparse TC0 circuits



2. The “modest” derandomization is almost enough! > same algorithm for slightly less sparse TC0 circuits would yield standard dernd. & NEXP ⊄ TC0



3. New light on lower bounds for very sparse TC0



Preliminaries and background



TC0, lower bounds, quantified derandomization



TC0 and LTF circuits > TC0: Constant-depth, poly size, MAJ gates > Linear threshold function (LTF) Φ:{-1,1}n→{-1,1} > Φ=(w,θ)



w ∈ Rn, θ ∈ R



> Φ(x)=-1 iff ∑wixi > θ



> LTF circuits: Constant-depth, poly size, LTF gates > can be simulated in TC0 (with poly overhead)



Lower bounds for LTF circuits



1



depth



#wires



hard function



2



≈ n5/2



Andreev



[KW’16]



MAJ o LTF o LTF



≈ n3/2



Modified Andreev



[KW’16]



d



n1+exp(-d)



Parity, Generalized Andreev



[IPS’97], [CSS’16]



there are also analogues with gate complexity for all these results



Quantified derandomization > a relaxed derandomization problem [GW’14]



Given a circuit C:{-1,1}n➝{-1,1} from a circuit class C, deterministically distinguish between the cases: > C accepts all but at most B(n) of its inputs > C rejects all but at most B(n) of its inputs



The main results



Quantified derandomization of LTF circuits Thm 1: There exists a deterministic almost-polytime algorithm that gets an LTF circuit C:{-1,1}n➝{-1,1} with depth d and n1+exp(-d) wires, and distinguishes between: > C accepts all but B(n)=2^{n1-1/5d} of its inputs > C rejects all but B(n)=2^{n1-1/5d} of its inputs



1



algorithm is “whitebox” - needs an explicit description of input circuit C.



Quantified derandomization of LTF circuits Thm 2: If the algorithm from Thm 1 would work when the number of wires is n1+O(1/d) (instead of n1+exp(-d)), then: 1. There exists a non-trivial algorithm for standard derandomization of all of TC0 (of arbitrary poly size). 2. Consequently, it would imply that NEXP ⊄ TC0.



Quantified derandomization of LTF circuits A corollary: 1. So far, lower bounds against n1+exp(-d) wires. 2. Results imply that certain lower bounds techniques for n1+O(1/d) wires would suffice to prove NEXP ⊄ TC0.



1



since such techniques yield a quantified derandomization algorithm.



Quantified derandomization of LTF circuits with n1+exp(-d) wires



Quantified derandomization algorithm > high-level strategy



> Strategy: Given C:{-1,1}n → {-1,1}, find S⊆{-1,1}n s.t > |S| > 10 ⋅ B(n) ( ≈ 2^{n0.99} ) > C↾S is “simple” ≤ B(n) exceptional inputs



|S| > 10 ⋅ B(n) C↾S “simple”



{-1,1}n



{-1,1}n



Correlation bounds and restrictions 1. Common approach for proving correlation bounds: existence of distribution over restrictions 2. Randomized restriction algorithm of [CSS’16]: > depth d, n1+ε wires ⇒ ≈ n1-(ε⋅30^d) live vars > restricted circuit approximated by single LTF



Random restriction lemma for LTFs [CSS’16] > random restrictions for a single LTF



> Δconst(Φ) = dist of Φ from being a constant function > For LTF Φ and p∈(0,1),



[Per’99] > For p>0, t ≥ 1,



E[ Δconst(Φ↾ρ) ]



≈ √p



Pr[ Δconst(MAJ↾ρ) > exp(-t2) ]



= O(t⋅√p)



> For LTF Φ, p=n-Ω(1), t=p-Ω(1),



[CSS’16]



Pr[ Δconst(Φ↾ρ) > exp(-t2) ]



= O((t⋅p)Ω(1))



Derandomized restriction lemma for LTFs > pseudorandom restrictions for a single LTF



> For LTF Φ, p=n-Ω(1), any sufficiently large t≥p-Ω(1),



[T’17]



Pr[ Δconst(Φ↾ρ) > exp(-t2) ] = 1- Ŏ(t2⋅√p)



> Distribution sampled with Ŏ(log(n)) bits > Choose which variables to keep alive by a distribution over {-1,1}n that is p-biased and pairwise independent > (Independently) Choose values for fixed vars by a distribution over {-1,1}n that is p-pseudorandom for LTFs 1



key part of the proof, but too technical/low-level for the talk



Restriction algorithm > high-level overview of the algorithm



1. Iteratively reduce depth 2. For each layer, apply pseudorandom restriction (p ≈ n-0.01) > 1-n-.01 of gates become biased ⇒ replace by constants > fan-in of other n-.01 of gates decreases by ≈p ⇒ fix few add’l vars, and decrease their fan-in to one



3. Circuit approximated by circuit of smaller depth



Preserving the approximations > In each iteration, circuit C is approximated by circuit C’ of smaller depth (biased gates ⇒ constants) > In subsequent iterations we will fix almost all of the living vars (fix ≈n-n0.99 vars) > Are C and C’ still close in the new (tiny) domain? > Need to choose restrictions st approximation is preserved!



Preserving the approximations Lemma (bias preservation): > Let Φ:{-1,1}n→{-1,1} be n-100-close to a constant σ∈{-1,1} > Let S ⊆ [n] be a fixed set of variables > Choose values z for the variables in S, using a distribution that is n-100-pseudorandom for LTFs > Then, with probability 1-n-50, Φ↾ρ(S,z) is still n-50-close to σ



Preserving the approximations > first, failed attempt: “tests” approach



>



Let Z = { z ∈ {-1,1}n : Φ↾ρ(z) is n-100-close to σ }



>



Design “simple” test T for Z (i.e., T = 1Z decides Z)



>



For a random z, whp T(z)=1 ⇒



PRG for T outputs whp z st Φ↾ρ(z) is n-100-close to σ



> Key problem: Difficult to decide Z; T is “complicated”! ⇒



No known PRG for “complicated” test T...



Deterministic tests, in general prove (analysis):



> exists deterministic test T:{-1,1}n→{-1,1} for Z > T is “very simple”, fooled by PRG deterministic algorithm:



> output-set of PRG (for T) contains many z ∈ Z



Randomized tests, in general > same approach works if T is randomized



prove (analysis):



> exists randomized test T:{-1,1}n→{-1,1} for G > T ∈ supp(T) are “very simple”, fooled by PRG deterministic algorithm:



> output-set of PRG (for T∈supp(T)) contains many z ∈ Z



> non-obvious statement, requires proof



Randomized tests: the advantage > Randomized test potentially much simpler than any deterministic test (computationally) > Randomness “for free”, exists only in analysis > Also works, e.g., if T distinguishes between > excellent objects > bad objects



Z’ ⊆ Z ㄱZ



Z’ ⊆ Z



ㄱZ



Preserving the approximations > using randomized tests



>



Construct “randomized test” T:{-1,1}n→{-1,1} st 1. If Φ↾ρ(z) is n-100-close to σ, then



Pr[ T(z)=-1 ] = 1 - n-99



2. If Φ↾ρ(z) is not n-50-close to σ, then Pr[ T(z)=1 ]



= 1 - n-99



3. Residual tests T∈supp(T) can be “fooled” by PRG for LTFs (almost all are conjunctions of LTFs with very high acc. prob.) >



Then, PRG for LTFs outputs whp z st Φ↾ρ(z) is n-50-close to σ



> conceptually, just sampling within the subcube corresponding to input z



Reduction of standard derandomization quant. dernd with n1+O(1/d) wires (“enough is as good as a feast”)



Reduction to quantified derandomization > standard idea: error-reduction using a seeded extractor 1



MAJ



d



C x1



…



xm



C’



C y1(1) …



…



C ym(1)



C y1(r) … ym(r)



y1(2) … ym(2)



extractor/sampler



x1



…



d



xn



d’



Extractor in sparse TC0 > non-standard challenge: construct extractor in sparse TC0



> n=poly(m) input bits y1(1) …



ym(1)



y1(r) … ym(r)



y1(2) … ym(2)



extractor/sampler



x1



…



xn



> min-entropy k ≈ n0.99 ( B(n)=2k ) > constant depth d’ > only n1+O(1/d’) ≈ n1.01 wires ⇒ 2l ⋅ m ≈ n1.01 output bits ⇒ seed length l ≈ 1.01 ⋅ log(n)



Sparsifying Trevisan’s extractor MAJ



C



C



ECC(x)1 x1



seed length l = 3⋅log(n)



…



… …



C ECC(x)n’ xn



⇒ 2l⋅m ≈ n3.01 wires



|ECC(x)| = n⋅poly(m) ≈ n1.01 ⇒ |ECC(x)| ⋅ n1.01 ≈ n2.01 wires



Sparsifying Trevisan’s extractor > reducing the seed length



1. Seed length determined by combinatorial design > [Trevisan’00]



standard designs



(2.74…) ⋅ log(n)



> [RRV’02]



weak designs



2 ⋅ log(n)



⇒ [T’17]



(weak designs)



1.01 ⋅ log(n)



Sparsifying Trevisan’s extractor MAJ



C



C



ECC(x)1 x1



seed length l = 1.01⋅log(n)



…



… …



C ECC(x)n’ xn



⇒ 2l⋅m ≈ n1.01 wires



|ECC(x)| = n⋅poly(m) ≈ n1.01 ⇒ |ECC(x)| ⋅ n1.01 ≈ n2.01 wires



An ε-balanced code in sparse TC0 ECC(x)1



…



ECC(x)n’



n’=n1+O(1/d)+n⋅poly(1/ε)



distance ½ - ε > expander random walks



x’1



…



x’O(n) constant rate + rel. distance > tensor codes



x1



…



xn



An ε-balanced code in sparse TC0 > a code with constant rate



r r



2



> n=r



x



O(r) r



x’



> two coding steps O(r)



> in each step, each bit is the parity of r = √n bits ⇒ O(n⋅r1.01) = O(n1.51) wires d



1+O(1/d)



> higher-order: n = r ⇒ O(n



) wires



O(r)



x’’



An ε-balanced code in sparse TC0 > amplifying the distance to ½ - ε



ECC(x)1



… x’1



…



ECC(x)n’ x’O(n)



weight ½ - ε



weight ε = Ω(1)



> each coordinate of ECC: parity of a subset of coordinates in a walk of length O(log(1/ε)) on coordinates of x’ > #wires < |ECC(x)| ⋅ O(log(1/ε ))2 = n ⋅ poly(1/ε)



Sparsifying Trevisan’s extractor MAJ



C



C



ECC(x)1 x1



seed length l = 1.01⋅log(n)



…



… …



C ECC(x)n’ xn



⇒ 2l⋅m ≈ n1.01 wires



|ECC(x)| = n⋅poly(m) ≈ n1.01 ⇒ ≈ n1.01 wires



An open problem



whose resolution would imply NEXP⊄TC0



An open problem > whose resolution would imply NEXP ⊄ TC0



Given a TC0 circuit C:{-1,1}n➝{-1,1} of depth d with n1+O(1/d) wires, find in deterministic time 2^{no(1)} a set S⊆{-1,1}n > |S| > 10 ⋅ 2^{n1-1/5d} > C↾S is “simple”



( Prx[C↾S(x)=1] can be estimated in time 2^{no(1)} )



1



the requirement on running time can in fact be relaxed to 2^{n4^{-d}}



Thank you! ⇒ quantified derandomization of TC0 ⇒ potential line-of-attack towards NEXP ⊄ TC0 ⇒ randomized tests: a useful general technique
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